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Dear <<First Name>>,
Welcome to Issue #248 of our Spooky2 Weekly Digest.

Love what we do at Spooky2-mall.com? Invite Your Friends & Earn Gifts！

Spooky2 Blog Articles

Spooky2 Online Training Course – Royal Raymond Rife and Rife Machine
In this course, Ronald Havenaar gave us a presentation about Royal Rife's
ideas, equipment, and history. There are a lot of interesting things shared in this
course. Click here and watch the replay!
 
A Full List of Healing Frequencies of Human Body
There are specific frequencies that are regarded in alternative medicine to be
particularly healing to the human body. Here is a list of those frequencies that
generally have healing properties.
 
Full Body Healing Frequency | DNA Stimulation & Repair | Cell Regeneration –
Spooky2 Rife Frequency
This is a powerful holistic Frequency video. It helps restore damaged cells and
nerves through powerful healing frequency for the mind. It also helps to
stimulate DNA repair and clear all infections and detoxify your mind and
body. Welcome to listen to this frequency audio and share it with your friends
and family.
 
Scalar Energy for Sleep Disorders
Doctors tend to prescribe drugs to ease Sleep Disorders, which results in some
problems such as addiction, withdrawal symptoms, and many other side-
effects. That's why many people choose natural treatment instead of traditional
treatment. Scalar energy, as one natural treatment, is the best choice for Sleep
Disorder.

Spooky2 Scalar Beginner's Online German Course
In this course, Ronald Havenaar gives new users a basic overview of what
Spooky2 Scalar is, benefits of scalar energy, how to use Spooky2 Scalar, and
his personal experience sharing. This course is specially designed for some
new scalar customers who are interested in Spooky2 Scalar, aiming at helping
you start Spooky2 Scalar quickly.
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Spooky2 Q&A

How can I regrow enamel?
What presets or programs can help with that? Click above to find out!

Do glasses need to be worn while using the Plasma?
Plasma is our most powerful Rife machine. Is it fine to look at the light? Will
Plasma damage your eyes?

Why can't I use 100% offset in contact mode?
What is offset? What does offset do? Click here to learn more！

Is there a difference in effectiveness when doing contact with Generator X or
XM-generator?
What is the frequency range of both generators? Is one broader than another? 

Spooky2 Discussions

Spooky2 Rife for Life Facebook Group 

What improvement have you achieved with Spooky2?
One user had much less pain after using Spooky2, and other users also shared
their successful experiences. Click here to learn more!
 
Your Thoughts about Viral Myocarditis or Lyme
Spooky2 users have provided many valuable suggestions from their own
experiences. Click here to find out!

Spooky2 Forum

The ETDFL Database
Here's a version of the ETDFL database which you can add as a custom
database to Spooky2.
 
Coxsackie Virus
Coxsackievirus belongs to the genus Enterovirus. They are divided into group A
and group B viruses. Group A viruses tend to infect the skin and mucous
membranes. Group B viruses tend to infect the heart, pleura, brain, pancreas,
liver, and skeletal muscles. The attached preset contains frequencies that may
help in fighting Coxsackievirus. Get the preset here!

Best of health,
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Spooky2 Team
Skype: clean.energy2013
Facebook: www.facebook.com/groups/spooky2
                  www.facebook.com/spooky2rife/
Web: www.spooky2-mall.com
         www.spooky2.com
         www.spooky2support.com
         www.spooky2videos.com
         www.spooky2reviews.com
Tel: 00-86-25-57037030

You are receiving this message because you are a valued spooky2-mall.com
customer. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us.

Our mailing address is:
Spooky2 Rife

Room 2003, G-5 Building, Himalaya business centre G
Ningnan Street, Yuhuatai District

Nanjing, JiangSu 211106
China

Add us to your address book
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